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About This Game

One of the most amazing stories in the history of mankind is presented once again in The Chronicles of Noah's Ark. Step into
Noah’s shoes and build the ark in this touching story of faith, family, and the future.

Noah receives a seemingly impossible task from God: build a giant ark to preserve life and human society before a flood
destroys the world. It’s a task he cannot complete alone. Only with the help of his family can he fulfill God’s holy vision. But

even his own sons do not believe or support him at first, and the path ahead is long and arduous.

How can he start such a project in the barren desert he calls home? Where will he get the wood to build an ark? How will he
gather enough food for the journey? And can one man possibly gather animals from every species in the world? But Noah

remains resolute. With his faith in God as his guide, he sets out to do the impossible.

- Experience the captivating story of Noah's Ark!
- 74 challenging match-3 levels!

- 20 upgrades to build the extraordinary ark!
- 5 unique chapters to complete!

- Absorbing music with traditional stylings!
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Title: The Chronicles of Noah's Ark
Genre: Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
e-FunSoft Games
Publisher:
e-FunSoft Games
Release Date: 19 Jul, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: 1 GHz

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: 128 MB

DirectX: Version 8.1

Storage: 75 MB available space

Sound Card: Standard

English
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Just...don't. what a lovely, haunting, evocative game. like everything else emily carroll writes and draws, it's *fantastic* and
sticks with you a long time after you're done with it.. Keep up the good work! More DLCs, please!. Saira really surprised me. I
always liked Nifflas' games, but well - I dare say this is his best yet. Solid platforming, clever and unique puzzles (often with
multiple solutions), an interesting universe and story and the usually beautiful art and music.

If you're a fan of exploration-heavy games, don't hesitate to get this.. I paid 60 dollars for a fighting game, and I have not been
submitted to such a ridiculous grind since my old days of WOW. Game must be played in 1080, if played in 4k it will not fill
the screen

rotation doesnt line up properly

little content

$20 dollars is too much to start asking right now, either wait to open to EA or lower price. 100% indie, 100% amateur a one
person made game, exluding voice act of course. First of all, I have to admit that this is a first game what have been made by
this author. So you don't expect nothing more from Amalon than terrible graphic, optimization, bad voicecs, bugs. Everything of
that you can find in the Amalon, but if you have an open-mind aproche and you are looking for independent and ambitus title
you are in the right place.. A love letter to arcade games? Great art style, fairly repetitve... but well done. Pick it up when it's on
sale, and you might be pleasantly surprised.. completely useless, legitimately destroys your desktop, not recommended at all,
DONT BUY
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This game definitely has a steep learning curve, which stopped me from playing it for a while, but once you learn how the game
actually works it becomes a lot of fun. It has some drawbacks, like how upgrading anything but weapons at the beginning leads
to instant death, and the default settings being weird, but it also has some fun gameplay, oodles of replayability, and bunch of
weapons and enemies. Furthermore, this game looks great and I have yet to encounter any bugs in it.

In short: Worth the two dollars you should get it.
. Faeverse Alchemy plays like mix of Pyou Pyou, Tetris and match 3 games.
So if you dont like any of this you should avoid it.

So here are the positives:
-looks really good
-recently added missions are a nice change of pace and can be really challanging
-gameplay is easy to learn difficult to master

Now for negatives:
-not many updates

Neztral:
-by the look of the menu the seem to have many more ideas because of the icons

For 3 Euro you get you\u00b4re moneys worth.
I played this game more than some 40 Euro games.. good simulator 7/10. For a basic logo creation piece of software it's not that
bad for the price! Lots of clip art and easy text manipulation. The shape creation tool is very basic and fiddly though, I have
found it much easier to create images in other programmes and then import them into the software to add to the logo. I bought it
in the half off sale so really good for kids or professionals looking to knock up a few nice looking logos. If you're a graphic
designer, wanting to do more than just some logos or expecting the depth of photoshop however you'd be better looking
elsewhere!. Good action\/platformer. Music makes for some real cool atmosphere and it's pretty challenging in parts. Only takes
a few hours to finish, worth checking out.. i love losing. The first game ever that deserves the f2p title because u can get
everything just by farming and being patient + unlimited fun u will never get bored theres always something to do
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